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Introduction
to IASTM
2 day course
WITH THE
KINNECTIVE
INSTRUMENT

HOLIDAY INN READINGSOUTH M4, JCT 11
BASINGSTOKE ROAD,
READING, BERKS, RG2 0SL
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SUNDAY 14TH &
15TH OCTOBER 2017

8.30 REGISTRATION
SAT 9AM-5.30PM
SUN 9.00AM-1.30PM
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Our K1 course is a two day introduction to IASTM with the Kinnective Instrument.

Why Choose Kinnective?
- Designed by practitioners for maximum feedback and feel
achieving fast and superior results
- The choice for elite UK sports - as used by England FA, England
RFU, Royal Ballet, English Institute of Sport, Manchester City FC,
Royal Yachting Association and many more!
- Taught & developed by the UK’s most experienced IASTM
practitioners

“Thanks for a
great course at
the weekend. My
athletes already
seem to be
benefitting..”
Marcus

The Kinnective has been developed as a 3D, multi-use instrument with exceptional
feedback and handling giving you the best results. The course has been put together by
the 3 most experience practitioners in this field in the UK. Continually being developed
the course is designed to produce competent and clinically aware practitioners who will
gain the most from this technique.
If you are looking for an effective soft tissue
technique with fast results that you can adapt to
your clinical practice then this is the course for you.

Book Now @
www.kinnective.co.uk
click on link to open
WWW.KINNECTIVE.CO.UK
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What does K1 include?
K1 is designed to give you the ability to walk in to clinic
the next day happy to utilise this fantastic soft tissue
technique on any appropriate patient.
Hand Holds and Basic Use - Because the Kinnective
Instrument is 3D and has many options for use, it is
important to be comfortable with the application of basic
strokes, grips and edges.

Kinnective
technique; for the
discerning
practitioner

Whole body application - We cover all 4 quadrants of the
body so that you are comfortable with the differing
muscle types, tissues and contours by the end of K1
Hands on Experience! - We all know there is no
substitute for this. K1 is predominantly practical divided
into practical demonstrations with lots of hands on
workshops. We keep our tutor-delegate ratio strictly
limited to ensure you get appropriate one-on-one time
too.
Get Results - Fast!
We have developed the “3 Rep Rule” which means that
within 3 repetitions of motion to an area combined with
Kinnective IASTM we expect results.
No mindless “scraping” or bruising inadvertently, this is
a highly skilled, precise technique yielding the ability to
be more specific than ever with application and results.
Get the maximum effect with minimal intervention
achieving the best results for you and your patient.

“Well taught and presented, good ratio of tutor to
therapist” - Richard Collinge, Cardiff City FC
“Practical hands on element was majority of the day and
interaction between instructor and course attendants
was excellent” - Adam Brown
“I had a great day and I am absolutely loving IASTM!!!
OMG had some brilliant responses already with
notorious chronic conditions. Patient feedback is very
positive! Let me know when the next course is.” - Anna

Location: Holiday Inn
Reading-South M4, Jct 11 |
Basingstoke Road,
Reading, Berks, RG2 0SL
Price: £280 - not inclusive
of instrument
Early Bird: £240 payment
received before 02/09/17
Student Discounted Price:
£240
Contact:
enquiries@kinnective.co.uk
tel: 01255 290959
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